Abstract: There exist complex gray mapping relationships among infrared and visible images because of the different imaging mechanisms. The difficulty of infrared and visible image registration is to find a reasonable similarity definition. In this paper, we develop a novel image similarity called implicit linesegment similarity(ILS) and a registration algorithm of infrared and visible images based on ILS. Essentially, the algorithm achieves image registration by aligning the corresponding line segment features in two images. First, we extract line segment features and record their coordinate positions in one of the images, and map these line segments into the second image based on the geometric transformation model. Then we iteratively maximize the degree of similarity between the line segment features and correspondence regions in the second image to obtain the model parameters. The advantage of doing this is no need directly measuring the gray similarity between the two images. We adopt a multi-resolution analysis method to calculate the model parameters from coarse to fine on Gaussian scale space. The geometric transformation parameters are finally obtained by the improved Powell algorithm. Comparative experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can effectively achieve the automatic registration for infrared and visible images, and under considerable accuracy it makes a more significant improvement on computational efficiency and anti-noise ability than previously proposed algorithms.
Introduction
The image registration is a matching alignment process between two or more images which may be obtained on different time, different sensors or different imaging conditions including weather, illumination, viewing angle, etc. The objective of image registration is to seek a geometric mapping relationship between two images. Unlike the single-source image registration, different imaging mechanisms of infrared and visible light images lead to a complex gray mapping relationship existed between the two images. The difficulty of registration is to define a reasonable similarity metric to ensure that the cost function is optimal when the two images are spatially aligned
The existing infrared and visible image registration algorithms can be divided into two categories: statistical correlation based registration algorithms, and feature-based registration algorithms. The statistical correlation based registration algorithms focus on the statistical stability of the gray distribution between the infrared and visible images, and define the mutual information as a similarity metric [7] . Such algorithms are commonly used, and without additional pretreatment, however, there are many parameters, the calculation is complex, and when the resolutions are different or little overlapping parts exits between two images, the assumption of statistical stability is difficult to guarantee, so this will cause registration fail. The feature-based registration algorithm is to establish a similarity metric on the image features, then the geometric mapping relationship between images are obtained by seeking the corresponding relationship between image features. The commonly used geometric features include MLPs [4] , corner [9] , and edge contour [8] , while in Image sequence registration the movement features are also important [5] . Such algorithms can handle the image registration with less overlap, and be adaptable to the large geometric deformation. The main challenges for those algorithms are guaranteeing the feature consistency and correct matching. The final registration accuracy of those algorithms is equivalent to the weighted average of all the positioning accuracy of the image features, while all the exited feature extraction methods have no strict analysis on stability and positioning accuracy.
The implicit similarity-based registration algorithm [2] proposed by Dr. Keller is a special form of the feature based registration algorithms. The algorithm selects discrete gradient maxima as a feature. The special thing of this algorithm is that feature points are aligned by optimizing an objective function, and the optimization calculation can ignore the complex gray mapping between infrared and visible images. Dr. Yao [1] adopted that the physical meaning of the objective function is not clear and correct spatial mapping relationship is not at the global minimum, while at one local minima of the objective function. Dr. Yao divided the parameter space into feasible and infeasible spaces, and restricted the iteration just within the feasible space. First genetic algorithms were used to obtain a number of possible local parameter space and finished coarse registration, and then Powell algorithm was applied to get final registration parameters. Dr. lian [3] gave an improvement on Dr. Yao's algorithm. He used phase-coherence model to calculate the continuous edge of an image as a feature, finished the coarse registration by multi-resolution analysis methods and parallel genetic algorithm, and then applied powell algorithm to get final registration parameters. This improvement ideas depends on the genetic algorithm to provide a good initial value, which leads to further increase the computational complexity of the algorithm Considering a large number of linear features exits in the general scene, this paper proposes a novel similarity measure as the objective function, which can be called implicit linear degree. With multi-resolution analysis, the infrared and visible image registration are completed by parameter optimization with hierarchical powell algorithm. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively achieve the automatic registration between the infrared and visible images.
Implicit Line Segment Similarity

implicit similarity analysis
Let 1 I and 2 I are two images. The purpose of registration is to seek the space mapping relationship T between the two images. Mapping T parameters set denoted as p , The coordinates of local extreme points in the gradient modulus value of 1 I are denoted as 1 S , the corresponding coordinates of 2 I through T are denoted as 2 S . If T is correct, 2 S should also be the local extreme point of the gradient modulus value of 2 I . Thus Keller [3] define the following function as the objective function for image registration: = T p is an Identity matrix. 1 S is decided only by grayscale information of image 1 I and only the grayscale information in 2 I is needed to compute formula (1) without the comparison between 1 I and 2 I , so Keller called it as implicit similarity. Compared with other feature-based registration algorithm, it is found without the complexity of feature extraction and feature description. Feature is aligned through common iteration for all the features instead of relying on a single one-to-one feature match. This alignment naturally makes use of the topological relations between the multiple features.
A serious problem pointed out by Yao in [1] is existed in the implicit similarity defined by Keller, which is that the correct mapping relationship does not correspond to the global maximum of ( ) F p , but corresponds to its local extremism. It is easy to be seen ( ) F p will reach the global maxima when the coordinates of pixels in 2 S are all equal and equal to the largest gradient modulus value pixel coordinates in 2 I . The mapping relationship is obviously wrong which map all the pixels to a pixel. The solutions proposed for this problem from Yao is to divide the whole parameter space of ( ) T p into feasible space and impractical space. The optimization is only iterated in feasible space. The specific method is to take two steps. Firstly, rough registration is processed by using genetic algorithm to obtain a series of approximate solution, which near the local parameter space is feasible. Then get the final results by further fine iteration of powell algorithm near the approximate solution. Such a solution does not change the definition of the implicit similarity, the introduction of genetic algorithm for seeking the initial value of the computational complexity can also result in a sharp rise, and the artificial genetic algorithm parameter setting also makes the adaptive algorithm doubtful.
In fact, the problem of the implicit similarity definition is obvious when comparing with the traditional SSD-typed objective functions. SSD-typed objective function registration algorithms can be attributed to the following formula:
Where ( ) f o is a feature operator, and T is the required space mapping relationship. If set all the characteristics values in 1 I are infinite, then the formula (2) can be written as:
If ( ) f o is set to compute the gradient modulus value, then (3) is consistent with the implicit similarity definition of Keller. For the features in 1 I are simplified as ideal features with infinite feature responses, the global optimal value of the implicit similarity objective function are nor corresponding to the correct spatial mapping relationship.
Implicit Straightness
First of all, the definition of the straightness is proposed. The straightness is the degree of similarity of the center line of a rectangle connected region in the image and a straight line segment Characteristic. The gradient direction of all points in the region is more identical, the greater the similarity degree of this area and the line segment Characteristic. In the given straight-line l , the rectangular area of which the midline is l , l R is referred to as .... 
The set of parameters of mapping T is p . In this paper, the objective function of the proposed registration method is as follows:
Where ( ) i LS l is the straight line degree of the image region of the straight line segement i l . The physical meaning of maximizing this objective function is to align the two images straight segment feature by alignment of the two images 1 I and 2 I . It is similar to Keller's implicit similarity that the optimization calculation of the formula (5) is without direct comparison of the grayscale information of 1 I and 2 I , so it is called as implicit straightness, referred to as ILS . i ω in the formula (5) is weight value, which means the intensity of the i -th line segment i l , and is also the ratio of the average gray level on both sides of the line segment region pixel. We define:
Compared with the definition of implicit similarity, the implicit straightness definition has the following advantages:
1) The implicit similarity definition is based on pixels gradient mode. However the gradient direction than gradient modulus value has greater stability for the infrared and visible image registration. The positive correlation of the gradient direction is stronger than modulus value in the infrared and visible images. The implicit straightness is defined precisely in the gradient direction, with the gradient modulus values only as auxiliary weights.
2) Implicit straightness as the objective function ensures that the global optimum value is identical with the correct spatial mapping relationship, so parameter optimization can be solved by relatively simple global optimization method.
3) Implicit straightness are based on the partial image of a small area, compared to the the discrete Hidden similarity edge point or single pixel edge in the literature [3] having a stronger noise immunity.
Transformation model
Assume that there does not exit local deformation and complex elastic deformation between 1 I and 2 I images, we use projective transformations to describe the geometric mapping relationship between the two images: 
Multi-resolution decomposition
Take into account the computing speed and convergence, we established a two-scaled pyramid-shaped Gaussian scale space, and finished the image registration from coarse to fine. There is no need establishing the scale space for reference image 1 I , while directly extracting the straight line segments feature set 1 L . The specific straight line segment extracting algorithm can be found in [6] . For the corrected image 2 I , we obtained the low resolution image 2 I ′ by Gaussian smoothing and down-sampling. After processing 1 L , we constructed the objective function ( ) ILS p′ on 2 I ′ according to the formula (5). Combining with the transformation model, coarse resolution parameters ( ) T p′ can be obtained after parameter optimization. Using ( ) T p′ as the the initial parameter input, the objective function ( ) ILS p can be built with 1 L and 2 I . After the second parameter optimization, we will get the final result ( ) T p .
parameter optimization
In this paper, we used the updated Powell algorithm [10] as the parameter optimizing algorithm, for the Powell algorithm was without accurate calculation of the gradient of the objective function, with fast convergence and with high precision.
The specific processes of the parameter iterative algorithm are as follows: （1）The initial parameter value, the iterative precision, and dimension are denoted as (0) P , ε and n ( n =8),respectively. Construct n linearly independent search directions (1) ( 1,2,..., ) i i S e i n = = , and set the iteration variable
direction, and calculate the optimal step
it is equal, turn to step (4), or return to step (2). （4）Calculating the mapping point
Obtaining the objective function growth values of different directions on the k -th layer, the maximum of which is denoted by
or not, if both are right, turn to step (7), or calculate the iteration on the 1 k + -th layer using the basic direction of the k -th layer. The initial iteration point selected as Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8907 89072J-5
（7）Calculating the conjugate direction 
Experiment results
We tested the algorithm on plenty of images. For length limitations, only the experimental results of two pairs of images are given. Scene one is the infrared and visible images of an airport, as shown in Figure 2 . Visible images are from Google Earth screenshot. A clear projective transformation can be seen between them. In order to test noise resistance of the proposed algorithms, we added a mean of 0 and variance 0.01 Gaussian noise into the visible image in Scene one. The last line in Figure 3 shows image registration results after adding noise. Scene 2 is the coaxially captured infrared and visible images, as shown in Figure 3 . There exits transition and zoom between the two images. The crosses in the figure are hand-labeled as the control point. Each pair of images has 5 control points used to measure the accuracy of the registration algorithm. The registration accuracy is quantified as the mean square error (RMSE) between control points.
Where N , and P are the number and the coordinates of the control points, respectively. Transformation parameters obtained by our proposed registration algorithm are shown in Table  one . The comparative results on accuracy and time between [1] and our algorithm are shown in Table  2 . Algorithms are programmed with matlab language and runned on a computer with Intel Core P8600 processor and 2G memory. The experimental results show that for no use of complex hybrid optimization algorithm the proposed algorithm in real-time has a great advantage than the original implicit similarity defined algorithms [1, 3] (in [3] reported computational efficiency were equivalent to the literature [1] ). Under the same environment the operating time can be shortened by about 3/4. On registration accuracy, the proposed algorithm has higher registration accuracy than article [1] in registrating the scene with clear highlight straight-line structure like figure 3. In figure 2 scenes, around the airport building area contains a lot of messy short line segment, this interfered the proposed algorithm, and therefore the proposed algorithm has lower registration accuracy than article [1] . After adding noise image into the scene one, although the algorithm registration accuracy declined, the literature [1] declined more in registration accuracy, so the final registration accuracy was lower than the proposed algorithm, which showed that the algorithm has strong noise resistance.
Conclusion
The similarity is difficult to define in the infrared and visible image registration. In this paper we put forward a new image similarity measure called implicit straightness. With multi-resolution analysis and Powell algorithm parameter optimization, we further developed a new infrared and visible image registration algorithm.
Comparative results show that the proposed algorithm has better computational efficiency and stronger anti-noise ability than the exited algorithms, and has higher registration accuracy in the scene with clear highlight straight-line structure. But also found in the experiments for the texture scene with a large number of pseudo-line segments, the registration accuracy of the proposed algorithm will be declined. How to resolve this issue is a future research direction.
